
It has been lovely to speak, or be in email contact, with so many of you over the last week. One of the difficulties, most mentioned by students, 
is the uncertainty of not knowing when the lock-down will end and life will return to some sort of normality. I’m sure that many of you tune in 
to the daily government briefing, to find out if there is an update on when the lock-down is likely to end.  The lack of clarity can leave you 
feeling that you have little control, and this can be unnerving. 

At the start of April, UN Secretary General, António Guterres, reported that the coronavirus outbreak was the biggest challenge for the world 
since The Second World War. Today would normally have been a bank holiday, but, this year, it has been moved to Friday 8th May, to celebrate 
the 75th anniversary of VE Day. The uncertainty, for those who lived through the war at home, must have been unbearable, at times; children 
being evacuated and separated from families, the fear when the air raid siren sounded, not knowing where the bombs would hit. For those 
who fought abroad, life changed beyond recognition and the question, “When will this end?” must have been asked frequently. 

My Grandad fought in the Royal Navy during the Dunkirk Evacuation. After his boat took a direct hit, he floated on a plank of wood for hours in 
the sea, until he was rescued and returned to England, where he spent weeks recovering in hospital. He was one of two survivors from his boat 
and for years, following the war, found it very difficult to talk about the trauma he had experienced.  But I do remember him saying that one of 
the most difficult parts of the war was the uncertainly of not knowing when it would end. 

One of the best ways to deal with uncertainty is to focus on what you can control. At this time, you have more control over your school day 
than you have ever had before. You don’t need to be in registration by 8:35, you are not bound by a timetable and you can take a longer 
lunchbreak without me harassing you to “get some work out” or “get to period 5!”.  Take control of your day, set the agenda and celebrate your 
achievements at the end of each day. Remember that many people feel anxious and stressed right now about the future, and that’s ok. It is 
important to understand that these are your thoughts, not the facts, and you do have control over what you think. 

Enjoy Friday. Take  a break from work, call your friends, give family members you don’t live with a virtual hug and remember the words of  war 
veteran, Colonel Tom Moore, “The sun will shine on you again and the clouds will go away.”

Stay Safe,
Mrs Davies
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School Work
Year 12

Hopefully you’ve had the change to complete the work survey, put out on SMHW. If not, please complete this by 
9pm tonight (Monday 4th May)

https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/Yr12Distancelearningsurvey

Paid employment: It is great that many of your have picked up jobs in supermarkets, but remember that you 
should not be working long hours throughout the school week. If you need support to approach your employer 
about reducing your hours, I am happy to contact them. They need to understand that, whilst you may not 
physically be in school, you are still following a timetable at home.

Working from home: Lots of you have told me  that you find it difficult working at home and really miss the 
school routine and environment. I have created a ‘Top Tips’ guide to studying at home, which is on the following 
page. If you are struggling, please give these a try and see if it makes a difference. Please also make sure you are 
letting your teachers, Form Tutor and one of the Sixth Form Team know if you need support. 



Find the routine which works 
best for you and stick to it, 

rather than working 9am-3pm 
one day and 1pm-7pm the next 
day. Ideally keep to the times of 

a normal school day, but I 
appreciate that this isn’t 
possible for everyone. 

Once you are up, have a good 
breakfast and get dressed. It 
might be tempting to stay in 
your pyjamas all day, but this 

won’t help you to get into work 
mode|

Draw up a list of the tasks you 
need to complete each day and 
tick them off as you go along.

Keep yourself hydrated at all 
times and have something 

nutritional nearby to maintain 
your concentration levels. 

If you miss the company of 
working with friends, set up a 

video call whilst you work. Just 
make sure you don’t get 

distracted by talking too much!

Keep social phone calls for 
lunchtime or later in the day. It 

is great to catch up with one 
another, but a quick phone call 
can easily turn into an hour call 
which will impact on your work 

schedule. 

Take frequent, short breaks. 
Heading out for a walk/bike 
ride halfway through your 

school day can help to break up 
your work schedule and make it 

easier to refocus in the 
afternoon. 

If you get stuck, don’t spend 
hours on the same piece of 

work. Email your teachers or 
ask your friends for help. Whilst 
you are waiting for a response, 

move into something else. 

Work out what distracts you –
TV, PlayStation, your phone 

pinging with messages. Draw 
up a list of these and build 

them into the daily schedule 
(e.g. PlayStation between 1 and 
1:30pm). Use the  apps in the 
20th April Newsletter to block 
certain sites on your phone 

whilst you are working. 

Relax at the end of the day, put 
your work away, so you are not 
tempted to return to it during 

the evening and get a good 
night’s sleep. This will help you 

get ready for the next day. 

10 Top Tips for Working at Home during the lock-down



Year 13 – important information about applying for student loans

The Student Loans Company has confirmed that the application service will remain open to students as 
part of its response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak. They are encouraging students in England to 
apply for student finance, as soon as possible, to ensure their finances are in place for the new academic 
year.
New students are being asked to submit their applications before 22 May 2020. 

Applications for student finance can be made here: https://www.gov.uk/student-finance

Questions about finance?

Use the links below to find out everything you need to know about student finances; from setting up a 
bank account and paying tuition fees, to budgeting and bursaries. 

https://www.ucas.com/money?utm_source=advisersnewsletter&utm_medium=email

https://www.thestudentroom.co.uk/student-finance/

https://wizeup.me/student-finance



Important information from the Careers Newsletter: 30.4.20

Please read Mrs Brown’s Careers Newsletters, so you don’t miss out on some great opportunities. 
In case you missed it this week:

Year 12/13  
As part of our commitment to helping students aged 16-19 during the COVID-19 crisis, UK University & 
Apprenticeship Search are proud to announce Webinar Wednesdays. In the absence of open days and events 
each session will provide expert information from universities and apprenticeship representatives to help 
students make the right decisions and perfect their applications. Each webinar will feature a Question and 
Answer session to provide students with the opportunity to gain personalised advice. Use the links below to 
sign up as soon as you can as places are limited and very popular. 
https://www.ukuniversitysearch.com/blog/post/webinar-wednesdays 
Each webinar will be available on Zoom and live streamed on YouTube, so you'll never miss out. 

Year 13 - Apprenticeship opportunity 
I wanted you to be aware of this great opportunity for anyone doing 2 of either Maths, IT or Physics: 
Amazon, Hemel (and other locations), paying 25k per annum 
Block release for Salford University degree in Controls and Automation Engineering. 
https://www.findapprenticeship.service.gov.uk/apprenticeship/1000006442 



Develop your Cultural Capital
Speakers for Schools are presenting free VTalks every week. 
https://www.speakersforschools.org/inspiration/vtalks/upcoming-vtalks/#tip

This is the schedule for this week:

MONDAY 4th MAY 
10am – Branko Bjelobaba, Finance and Engaging in Democracy
Life Lessons: Can Success Follow Failure? In Branko’s talk, he will let students know some of his top tips for success.
2pm – Carl Jones, Award-Winning International Creative Director
Carl’s talk will focus on fake news, how to spot it and will share a practical checklist you can use to assess whether what 
you’re seeing on socials or in the media is fake.

TUESDAY 5th MAY
2pm – Geoff Mulgan, Professor of Collective Intelligence, Public Policy and Social Innovation
Geoff’s masterclass will focus on collective intelligence and intelligence management in relation to COVID-19. He’ll look at 
how different countries around the world have tried to use data to track the disease and manage it, the role of new 
methods of crowd-sourcing in finding new solutions and the role of platforms in organising support in the community. 
He’ll show how some of the innovations around COVID-19 may be used in the future to help tackle climate change and 
other challenges.

WEDNESDAY 6th MAY
10am – Professor Bill McCaffrey, Professor of Sedimentology, University of Leeds
This session is aimed at young people with an interest in STEM and sciences. Professor McCaffrey will focus empowering 
you to do what you want to do with your lives and career, while demystifying opportunities in the sciences. Professor 
McCaffrey will share insights into his own career and journey to help young people prepare for their futures.

THURSDAY 7th MAY
10am – Penguin Talks in partnership with Speakers for Schools. Squiggly Careers.
Authors of The Squiggly Career, Helen Tupper and Sarah Ellis, share practical tools, exercises and actions to help you grow 
in confidence, stay curious and ultimately prepare for, and enjoy, the squiggly world of work.



Later this month, we will be providing information on how to begin the process of applying for University or an Apprenticeship. If you are thinking of 
applying for Oxbridge, Conservatoires or to study Medicine, Dentistry or Veterinary Medicine, it is important that you follow the advice provided 
below:

Applying for Competitive courses 2021 entry

The application process for competitive courses through UCAS will remain the same despite the current situation. The deadline for applications is 
October 15th 2020.  Applications open in May and can be submitted to UCAS from 8th September 2020.  Many universities have posted information to 
help students in these difficult times and how they can find information about the courses and institutions they wish to study at.

Applying to Oxford and Cambridge

Both Oxford and Cambridge have published useful information to help students with the decision making process regarding courses and colleges. 
Both universities also post very useful information via their Twitter feeds (Oxford UG Admissions (@OxOutreach), Cambridge Admissions 
(@BeCambridge)).

Cambridge is running virtual Open Days on2nd and 3rd July. You can register your interest here.  Other colleges have information on their websites.  There 
are also Open Days in September 2020. Booking will open in August 2020. Subject departments also have information on their pages about studying 
there.  The undergraduate admissions page has lots of useful information. 

Oxford University has virtual tours of all colleges.  The admissions page has lots of information about studying at Oxford including information about 
courses and student life. 

Oxford and Cambridge are looking for students who are passionate about their subject, able to communicate and discuss their knowledge and ideas and 
be willing to participate in discussions and debates.  There are similarities and differences between the two universities which might help you to make a 
decision about which to apply to. You cannot apply to both.   

This is the ideal time to investigate areas of your subject that interest you and are not covered in your A level courses.  This will be useful for your 
personal statement and for interviews.  If you need some starting points then you may wish to ask your subject teachers for ideas or look at the following 
sites: https://www.myheplus.com/ , https://oxplore.org/ , https://www.gresham.ac.uk/ , https://www.ted.com/

Many courses will have admissions assessments of some kind.  These may take place before interview or at interview.  More information about these can 
be found here.  You need to make sure you know what type of test is required for your course.  This can vary between colleges so make sure you check 
the college website for information.  It is your responsibility to organise when and where you will sit the tests.  It may be possible to sit pre interview 
assessments at school and you should contact the Exams Office about this in September 2020.  At the moment tests are scheduled to go ahead as 
planned for applications in 2020.  



Applying for Medicine, Dentistry or Veterinary Medicine
Universities recognise that the current situation will hamper students from gaining work experience in the chosen field.  They will have 
information on their websites about admission for 2021.  The Medical Schools Council has published advice about how to gain relevant 
experience at this time.  There is also information on their website about the skills and attributes required to study Medicine.  

Universities will require applicants to tale either the BMAT or UCAT admissions test.  You need to check which test is required by the 
institutions you wish to apply to and when you should sit the test.  It is your responsibility to organise when and where you will sit the 
tests.  Fees apply for both tests.  It may be possible to sit the BMAT at school.  You should contact the Exams Office about this in 
September 2020.  UCAT is administered at Pearson Vue test centres around the UK.  There is one in Stevenage.  You can apply for 4 
different courses for Medicine, Dentistry or Veterinary Medicine and one other course on your UCAS application. Courses may require 
different admissions tests so you should decide which tests you wish to take. You can take both.  Practice papers are available on the 
websites.  

Universities will ask successful applicants to attend an interview.  Information about the structure and how to prepare for interviews 
can be found on university websites and also at the sites below.

http://www.mscinterviewprep.co.uk/

https://www.themedicportal.com/application-guide/medical-school-intervie

https://www.bma.org.uk/advice-and-support/studying-medicine

https://www.bva.co.uk/your-career/becoming-a-v

https://bda.org/careers/becomingadentist

https://www.dentalschoolscouncil.ac.uk/studying-dentistry/



Applying to Conservatoires
If you want to study Music, Drama or some production related courses there are different ways of applying.  Some institutions use the 
general UCAS application as for other types of courses.  Some institutions will have their own application process and some will use 
UCAS Conservatoires.  

UCAS Conservatoires is separate to the general UCAS application and requires a different application form and a separate fee.  
Conservatoires have different deadlines and you should check very carefully to find out the deadlines for the institutions you wish to 
apply to.  The application deadline for Conservatoires may be as early as 1st October 2020.  You can apply to 6 institutions using the 
Conservatoires application and you can also apply for 5 places through the general UCAS application as well.  

Two references are required for the Conservatoires application process, one practical and one academic, and it is your responsibility to 
provide your referees with the application forms.  The references can then be sent straight to the Conservatoire. 

The Conservatoire application does not come through the school and will not be checked by the school unlike the general UCAS 
application.  If you have any questions please contact Mrs Abrey.  You subject teachers may also be able to advise you on the application 
process.  If you apply for Music or Drama courses you may be invited for auditions and these may incur separate fees.  

If you have any questions about any of this information or are having trouble finding information relating to a specific course then please 
contact Mrs Abrey via email: abreye@jhn.herts.sch.uk



Wellbeing – The Importance of a good night’s sleep

Some of you have told me that your sleep pattern has been severely disrupted since the lock-down began. Sleep is crucial for good 
wellbeing. At this stage in your development, the brain is still developing. The pre-fontal cortex, responsible for complex thinking and 
emotional regulation, undergoes significant change during the late teenage years. This part of the brain is especially sensitive to the effects 
of sleep deprivation. 

The change in circumstances has caused sleep issues for many people for a variety of reasons:

 It can be difficult to adjust to a new routine or lack of structure.
 Keeping track of time is difficult without a fixed timetable.
 Lack of natural light, from not going outside, can impact on sleep patterns.
 Worries about the COVID-19 pandemic can keep you awake. 
 Excess screen time, especially later in the evening, can impact sleep. The blue light from screens can suppress the natural production of 

melatonin, a hormone that the body makes to help us sleep.

Lack of sleep can lead to a number of different problems:

 Difficulty focussing,  poor memory, low mood, poor judgment and decision making, aggressive behaviour, social withdrawal, poor 
immune system 

How to get a good night’s sleep:

 Don’t take your phone or tablet to bed!
 Limit caffeine 4 hours before bedtime. Tea, coffee, cola and energy drinks can seriously impact on a good night’s sleep. 
 Try to stick to a good sleep routine. Don’t be tempted to sleep in until mid-morning and avoid taking naps during the day. 
 Create a bedroom environment which is sleep-friendly. Ideally, the room should be dark and cool. In the evening, body temperature 

drops in preparation for sleep. A cool room enhances that internal temperature drop, and can help you feel sleepier, earlier. Where 
possible, avoid working in your bedroom as this will make it harder to switch off. 

 Try to take part in some form of exercise each day!



Wellbeing

Some of you may have watched the Speakers for Schools talk, last Thursday, on ‘How to Boss Your Mind.’

If your wellbeing is suffering during this time, there was some great advice and strategies during the talk about how to take
control of how you feel. I  have shared a couple of them below:

Three quick and easy solutions to deal with stress and tension.
• Shaking your body – This is something animals do in the wild to discharge tension. Stand up and shake your body (arms, 

hands, feet, legs) for 20 seconds. 
• Stroke your arms – Use slow, calming strokes up and down your arms for a couple of minutes. This action produces more 

serotonin, which helps you to feel calm and happy. 
• Belly breathing – Deep, slow breathing helps you to go from Flight and Fight mode to Rest and Digest mode. Relax and place 

your hands on your stomach, and breath in and out slowly for one minute.

Practice techniques when you feel calm. It is very hard to remember any technique in a moment of anxiety. Try to do the 
following each day: 
• Body – Check in with your body. Notice how it feels and shift your body  position so that you feel more energy. Place both feet 

firmly on the floor, imagine you have a hanger in your top, pulling your shoulders back, and smile. 
• Oxygen – Practice breathing techniques everyday. Find the one that works best for you. A common technique that many 

people find helpful is to breath in through your nose for 3 seconds  and out for 7 seconds. 
• Self Talk – Think of the purpose of why you need to complete a task. Think about how you will feel once you have completed 

it and what your goals are for the future. How will completing the task help you to achieve your future dreams?
• Small action – Complete an action each day which allows you to feel in control. 



Keep Fit

Join the 2.6 Challenge 
The 2.6 Challenge is a nationwide 
fundraising campaign, that asks you to 
dream up any activity based around 
the numbers 2.6 and 26, and to 
fundraise for your chosen charity. The 
challenge, launched on Sunday 26th 
April, when the London Marathon 
would have taken place.  The 
challenge is open to everybody and 
you'll certainly see some very famous 
faces getting involved.
To take part, simply walk, jog or run 
any distance, as long as it’s based 
around the numbers 2.6 or 26. For 
example you could:
Walk 2.6km
Jog for 26 minutes; or
Run 26 times around your garden

For more information visit: 
https://www.llhm.co.uk/2.6challenge

Spiritual reflection

Sunday 3rd May was Vocations Sunday 
and Pope Francis asked everyone to reflect 
on the Gospel passage of the stormy night 
on the Sea of Galilee (Matthew 14:22-33).
 

This took place after Jesus had astonished 
the crowds by multiplying loaves and fish 
to feed the 5000. He told his disciples to 
get into the boat and go ahead of him to 
the other shore. The image of the disciples 
crossing that large lake is like our own life’s 
journey. We trust that the boat of life is 
being steered on the right course. 
However, sometimes it drifts off course, 
heads in the wrong direction, or the waters 
can be choppy and we get fearful.

It is not always easy to recognise the right 
path, nor be able to stick to it, and at times 
we may feel that we are so far away from 
the path that we know we should be 
taking, that we feel scared that we will 
never get back on track. It is at these times 
that Christ is with us more than ever, 
waiting for us to stop and ask for his help 
and guidance. And if we listen carefully 
enough (even though we may have the 
noise of a storm surrounding us) we will 
hear his words of love.



The 

The Keeping in touch message this week is from Miss Doran

Hello Year 12 and 13! 

I hope you are all keeping well and managing through these strange times. It’s been a challenge in so many ways up to 
now and I think everyone has needed to take some time to concentrate on their own mental well-being.
I’ve been doing a few things to keep myself focused and busy during this time and Mrs Davies asked me to share them 
with you – some of you may be inspired to try them out yourself!

Daily morning exercise
I’ve been following Alice Liveing on Instagram for a workout every morning. You don’t need any equipment to take 
part. She’s asking for donations to Women’s Aid if you can. I have found this great for getting me up and sticking to a 
routine in the morning, rather than wasting the morning and staying in bed!

Daily walks
I am getting out and walking every day. I love the opportunity to get some fresh air (fingers crossed for the good 
weather to continue!) My aim has been to hit 12,000 steps every day!

Gym Challenges
My gym have been doing weekly challenges (most steps, most press ups in a set number amount of time etc) and 5pm 
daily workouts. 

You can find a whole range of examples on different social platforms. Examples include:
Dame Kelly Holmes - #bfbsforcesfit – on @militarymotion on Instangram. Also she does a live virtual run on 
@damekellyholmes.
Dina Asher Smith – promoting the ‘living room cup’.
Mark Wright - #trainwright with different celebrities each day.
Bradley Simmonds (UnderArmour ambassador) – ‘Get it done’.
Rochelle Humes – daily pilates.



Zoom calls with friends and family
Keeping in touch is really important so I am making an effort to maintain communication using zoom and other apps. 
Mind you, I’m not doing terribly well with the quizzes! I won’t be applying to be on MasterMind anytime soon!

Reading
I have been reading loads! I love detective fiction and thriller novels so I have enjoyed getting stuck into those but I 
have also been trying to read things that are new and challenge me. I have revisited a few of the old classics and have 
just finished Sheryl Sandberg’s ‘Lean In’ (she is the COO of Facebook and writes about women in leadership in modern 
society – a very interesting read).

Listening to podcasts
I have also enjoyed exploring podcasts to listen to. They’re great to tune into on my daily walk. I’ve enjoyed Frankie 
Bridge’s ‘Open Mind’ – she discusses mental health and well-being with a range of guests. I also enjoy listening to 
Alice Liveing, Fearne Cotton and the daily TED Talks.

Baking
I have never been much of a baker but I have found myself getting stuck in to baking! So far I have made a lemon 
drizzle cake, Malteaser caramel shortbreads, lemon and white choc cookies and a birthday cake for a friend! Candice 
Brown (GBBO) is doing a follow along food tech lesson every Thursday – I may give that a go!

There are a whole range of things you could do alongside your work to make sure that you are keeping your minds 
well. Remember the well-being section of the school website is available to you and has so many fantastic resources 
and forums for advice that you can use. There is also the option of contacting your form tutor or one of the Sixth Form 
team if you need any help or support.

Have a great week and look after yourselves!

Miss Doran



Preparation for University Life

What better way to find out information on what university life is really like, than to ask a student themselves. The information below has kindly 
been written by past JHN student, Sara Brady. Whether you are planning on going to university this year, or in the future, it is a very useful read.

University - known as the best years of your life! Whilst they definitely can be, it can sometimes feel overwhelming to have such a significant change from 
the life you’ve known at JHN. It’s perfectly normal to feel anxious, excited and maybe a little unsure about what you’ll experience over the next few years. 
Here are some realistic tips and hints that I wish I knew before I took the big step.
Freshers

1. Make the most of your Year 13 Summer - whilst this seems difficult right now given the circumstances, there are SO many ways to stay connected to your 
friends! Virtual quizzes are great, and afterwards you can plan all of the things you’ll do together when lockdown is over!

2. Friends from home - When you get to uni, it can be easy to get swept up in all of the new things you’re experiencing. You may find that you outgrow some 
friendships and lose touch, but you may also find yourself closer than ever to your friends from home. Make a special effort to check in with your old friends 
- not all of them may be settling in straight away and having someone they’ve known for years to reach out could make a lot of difference!

3. Friends at Uni - You’ll be meeting with people from all over the country, as well as many international students. They’ll come from all sorts of backgrounds 
so keep an open mind and remember this is an opportunity for you to let your personality shine through and make the right friends for you. You don’t have 
to be friends with everyone, but it is nice to keep socialising and making friends throughout your whole uni experience. It’s also easy to get wrapped up in 
the ‘Uni bubble’ - it’s great to meet people from other universities in your city or even people who aren’t students. This helps to balance out and keep things 
in proportion if you’re feeling overwhelmed.

4. Freshers - Freshers can be so much fun and a truly great way to start your uni experience! There are lots of socials to meet new friends and grow 
accustomed to where you’re going to be spending the next few years of your life. That being said, Freshers wristbands (a wristband that allows access to all 
freshers events for a one or two week period) can often be a rip-off. Almost every Uni will have a page for Freshers to join to introduce themselves and their 
course (you may get added to course/housing group chats before you get there). Use this to gauge what most people will be doing - whilst you may want to 
make the most of freshers, I can guarantee you won’t attend every single event for 2 weeks and there is a more cost efficient way of doing it. Freshers can 
also be an easy target for scammers to sell fake tickets, so make sure you’re buying from a reputable company. - official SU or Uni Website not from unofficial 
third parties.

5. Drinking - Lots of you will go to unis in towns and cities far bigger than Stevenage where the nightlife can be very different to a typical night at Babs, 
particularly while you get to know the city. Lots of unis have schemes in place to ensure students are safe even when they go out - look into taxi schemes 
your uni may have in place to always ensure you get home safe. Know your limits and stay safe in the excitement of freshers - don’t get separated from your 
pals in a new city. Unfortunately one of the cons of studying in a big city can be the risk of drink spiking - be cautious of this and always watch your drinks 
and never leave them unattended or with a stranger.



6. Freshers Flu - IS REAL! The combination of people from potentially all over the world means there’s bound to be some new bugs you're 
introduced to, and your immune system will have some catching up to do! Make sure you stock up on vitamins and tissues to see you through the 
first few weeks - and if you’re one of the lucky few who manage to avoid it all of your peers will probably be infinitely jealous…

7. Partying - despite popular belief, ‘partying’ is NOT compulsory. Whilst it can be fun, if it’s not your cup of tea that’s completely fine! There are 
plenty of social activities that don’t involve going out/drinking. Put yourself first and know when to say no. If you do enjoy partying, that’s equally 
fine! Enjoy yourself but remember to keep things in moderation and make sensible decisions.

8. Societies - Societies are a great way to meet people who have similar interests to you; but nobody ever really tells you that most societies have 
pretty hefty joining fees, particularly sports teams. Be sure to trial a few and see which ones you enjoy the most - they can be a great way to keep 
physically active and usually have exciting social events too. (My personal favourite was my Uni’s ‘Hummus Society’)

Budgeting
1. Budget - Try to plan your budget before you get to University based on your Maintenance Loan entitlement and 
any contributions from your family/savings you may have. E.g. Your maintenance loan for the year is  £6,000, split 
into 3 instalments - divide money by the number of months till the next instalment to work out what you have 
monthly.

You now know your monthly budget is £700 per month (roughly £175 per week) BUT most of this will go on rent 
and bills - here’s where your budgeting comes in. Even with pretty strict budgeting, you’re already £50 short - have 
a look into part time jobs and saving during holiday breaks.

(Note - some cities are far more expensive than others, for example the 
average student rent in Cardiff is around £340 per month, whereas London 
is more like £750 per month.) Students studying in London will get a slightly 
higher maintenance loan.

Installment

Parent 
Support 

+Savings
Monthly 

Incoming

£2,000 £200 September £700

£200 October £700

£200 November £700

£200 December £700

£2,0000 £200 January £700

£200 February £700

£200 March £700

£200 April £700

£2,000 £200 May £700

£200 June £700

£200 July £700

£200 August £700

Rent £360

Bills £50

Interests/hobbies £50

Groceries £80

Eating Out £40

Entertainment £80

Transport £30

Phone bill £30



2. Banking - I’d strongly recommend you look into 2 types of bank accounts.

The first; a Monzo or Starling account, where you can track your spending and easily see how much you are spending on food, transport, going out 
etc per month. The apps are incredibly easy to use and you can create multiple ‘saving pots’ where you can save up for a particular goal (eg. set a 
goal of £500 for a laptop). I use this app feature to create a different pot for every month. When my student loan comes in, I divide it into the 
monthly pots to be sure I don’t go over budget and have the money tucked away to cover living expenses and rent for every month.

The second; a Student account with an overdraft facility. My personal preference is HSBC. Look out for incentives banks may use to entice you to go 
with them - HSBC gave me free amazon prime and a £60 amazon voucher, whilst other banks offer a 3 year Young persons railcard. Other than that, 
the banks are all quite similar but keep an eye on good deals. When I first went to uni, the thought of an overdraft didn’t appeal to me as I knew I 
wouldn’t overspend. However sometimes you might come across unexpected expenses (eg. a rent deposit for a house in second year), so an 
overdraft would help to cover it. That being said, don’t go too crazy with a large £2,000 overdraft - banks will often let you choose so I would 
recommend going no higher than a £500 overdraft. (Note: Student Overdrafts have a 0% interest rate)

3. Student Discounts - These will become your best friend! I quickly learned that life is expensive so be sure to utilise discounts whenever you can. 
Student Discounts include: Unidays, Student Beans, Totum, NUS Extra

Some other money saving apps that I use: Too Good to Go – food, Bolt – Taxi, Secret Flying – Transport

4. Food - As much as it would be nice to treat yourself to a weekly Waitrose or Marks and Sparks shop, unfortunately the student life wasn’t built for 
such luxury. Lidl, Aldi and Asda are perfect places to find inexpensive food to maintain a healthy diet (which consists of more than microwave meals 
and chicken nuggets). I found that my weekly food shop usually came to £15-£20 at Lidl, whereas other supermarkets could be £30+. When you 
become familiar with your housemates, it may be worth sharing an Asda delivery as shops can be a fair walk away from your home and you can 
avoid impulse buying and compare prices more efficiently online.

Note - On Campus supermarkets are WAY more expensive than off campus. ‘Express’ shops tend to have higher prices too, so if you can get to a 
normal sized supermarket, that’s your best bet.

Although Co-op can be expensive, they’re the only supermarket that offers student discount

Just because you’re a student, doesn’t mean you can’t enjoy a takeaway with your friends every once in a while. Make use of student discounts on 
Just eat, Uber Eats, Deliveroo etc and compare to restaurants own menu (sometimes there are bigger discounts if you order directly) and NEVER pay 
full price for a Dominoes - there’s always a discount somewhere because it’s so expensive.



5. Transport - avoid taxi’s unless it’s coming back from a night out (always the safest option to get home). If you have to take a bus regularly, 
look into monthly/annual passes that may work out significantly cheaper. Another way to get around easily is by cycling. If you want to 
cycle, be sure to purchase an inexpensive bike with a sturdy lock (2 if possible), as unfortunately bike theft is common in student areas. 
Second hand bike sales are common so pick up a cheap one!
Transport between cities can be incredibly expensive by train - look into getting a 16-25 Railcard if you don’t already have one. Also look 
into mega bus and National express
National Express - offers student discount, cheaper than train but more expensive than Megabus
Megabus - almost always the cheapest option (I’ve been able to get return tickets from London to Cardiff for as little as £8). To get back to 
Stevenage I would always recommend getting the bus to Victoria Coach station and the tube/train home from there.

6. Money to enjoy - Try to find room in your budget for money to socialise with and enjoy yourself! Remember balance is key

7. Bursaries + Financial Support - This website is a MUST for anybody struggling with finances https://grants-
search.turn2us.org.uk/?_ga=2.204035216.1211435423.1588076464-475156324.1585066167
They search for any bursaries that you may be eligible for so be sure to look into it!
Most universities also have a hardship fund if you find that your maintenance loan isn’t enough to help - never be afraid to ask for help!

8. Part Time Jobs - Lots of students get part time jobs to support their studies and it’s a great way of meeting people outside of your 
university. If you do get a job, there are some things to consider: Does it interfere with your university timetable? Are you over exhausting 
yourself with too many commitments? What kind of work is it? Bar work can be great but can lead to many late nights, trouble getting 
home late at night and can be very physically draining.

I’d always recommend trying to get a job that could be relevant to your degree or the field of work you’d like to get into. Most universities 
have career hubs that could point you in the right direction for you. Office work is always a safe bet if you can find something, as office skills 
are highly transferable to future jobs, look great on your CV and can be less physically draining than waitering/bar tending.
There are flexible agency apps such as ‘Syft’ which offer hospitality work in many large cities for a minimum £9.50 per hour. There is no 
commitment to pick up shifts so you can work as little or often as you’d like.

Start working on your CV and highlight transferable skills, achievements and experience you have picked up over the years. Your University 
should be able to help you with this and there are lots of useful tips online.



Housing
Halls of Residence - Most of you will live in Halls of Residence during your first year. While this can be amazing, it can be a bit of a shock to the system. 
After years of living with family, you’re suddenly thrust into a situation where you’re living with a group of random strangers with different standards and 
expectations of living. It goes without saying to be courteous to each other, but remember if you’re not happy there are solutions. Never be afraid to speak 
to the Uni if you’re having issues. Personally, I moved flat half way through my first year because the hygiene in my flat was of great concern (don’t let your 
flatmates leave a chicken rotting on the side for 2 weeks…). There is ALWAYS a way to deal with issues. 

Halls are notoriously expensive - try to aim for something cheaper in your second year. You’ll also quickly discover the joy of fire alarms going off at least 
twice a week and often in the early hours! Don’t be the person who sets the alarm off on pancake day so everyone has to stand in the rain in their pyjamas 
(it’s me, I’m that person…)

Housing - The exciting moment when you choose who you’ll live with in second year!
There is a lot of pressure on students to sort their housing early in the academic year. In my first year I fell into the trap - agencies tend to pressurise 
students into sorting their housing in October. DO NOT DO THIS - it is WAY too soon to decide who you’ll live with. A lot can change between October and 
the next academic year. I’d suggest you start to look in late November at the earliest - there’ll still be plenty of houses after Christmas and you’ll have a 
more solid idea of your friendship group and who you’d want to share with.
Make sure you choose to live with people who have similar standards to you (eg. Do they go out every night? Are they tidy? Do you have a similar budget? 
Do you want the same things in a house?)Think about how many people you want to live with (remember larger houses can get pretty overwhelming and 
intense if you’re someone who enjoys a bit of ‘me time’).

When you’re sure about your requirements, have a look at recent agency reviews - there are some truly awful ones out there who try taking advantage of 
students so be savvy! Your university should be able to offer assistance and try to ask older students what their experience has been. You may even get a 
personal referral to a direct landlord which has its own pros and cons too. Remember students are exempt from paying Council Tax - if you live in a mixed 
house of professionals and students, the house will be required to pay council tax so it’s best to stick to all-student properties.

When doing your house visits, keep an eye out for mould (a common problem in student homes) and feel comfortable asking for things to be fixed to your 
standard before your tenancy (eg. I asked for a new fridge because it was on the blink when we visited the house)
Agency fees have now been banned - the only money you should be paying prior to your tenancy is a deposit (usually 1 and a half months worth of rent) -
don’t feel pressured into making a deposit!!! You’ll also need to arrange for guarantor forms to be submitted. Deposits should ALWAYS be held in a deposit 
protection scheme. Make sure to take thorough pictures and videos of the house prior to moving in so you can dispute any damage claims the agency may 
attempt to impose at the end of your tenancy.

Remember it’s normal to miss your own home and family - many students struggle without their family pets too so be sure to bring lots of pictures and 
home comforts to help your new place feel more homely!



Uni Work
Organising time effectively - You’re so used to a structured school timetable that the flexibility of University can be a bit of a shock to the system! Try to 
schedule your days and create To Do lists to ensure you’re still productive on days where your timetable is a little lighter.

Early Lectures - You’d think after starting school at 8:30am every day for 13 years that attending a 9am lecture would be easy! Unfortunately it isn’t always 
the easiest thing to get out of bed for, but I promise it’s important! The temptation to skip can be overwhelming but remember that you’re paying at least 
£9,000 per year for this course. In addition, absence can reflect poorly on you and impact your working relationships with your professors. Remember 
they’re the ones writing your references and could play a huge part in getting you work in the future. It’s so important to maintain a positive and balanced 
work ethic.

Grades - Uni grades and percentages can be very different to school. At school, I would’ve been upset to receive 54% in an exam. Note that in uni, 54% is a 
perfectly acceptable grade! Obviously it depends on your individual expectations, but don’t be disheartened if you're not getting 90% in your exams -
anything above 75% tends to be very rare! The standard is so much higher so don’t be too hard on yourself.

Deadlines - These are VERY strict!! If you need to look into extenuating circumstances or a deadline extension that’s fine, but beyond that be strict with 
yourself or face penalties with your marks!

Mental health - This is SO important. Uni can be stressful and a huge change from what you’re used to. All universities have systems in place to help those 
who are struggling with their workload or personal problems. There are hundreds of online resources to help too - remember that balance is important. As 
an adult, everything is within your control - It’s perfectly okay to discuss deadlines, extenuating circumstances or even taking some time out to focus on 
yourself. This is more common than you’d think - you need to be at your best to complete your degree and truly get value for money. I decided to take time 
out of my course after surgery and it was the best decision I’ve made as I now know I can return healthier, more motivated and hard working than ever, 
whilst getting the grades I deserve. IT’S ALL UP TO YOU

Time off - use your time off to really relax! Summer is a good opportunity to earn and save some money, see friends and family from home, travel if possible 
etc. Reading weeks are great (make sure you actually use them to read!), but they can be done anywhere. You may find reading week is a good time to go 
home and see family whilst still getting your uni work done.

These are all hints based on my own personal experience - remember that everyone’s experience will be different! Use your gut instinct and common sense, 
and if you have any questions feel free to pop me an email on saradbrady101@gmail.com

Have fun!   Sara 


